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POSITION OF THE UNCONSCIOUS

remarkr madc at the 1960 Bonnwal colloquium

rert'rittcn in f964

Jacques Lacan

Henri Ey-thank to his authority, which has made him the most influential
figure in French psychiatric circles-irought together in his ward at Bonneval
Hospital a very broad spectrum of specialists around the theme of the Freudian
unconscious (October 30 to November 2, 1960).

The talk given by my students Laplanche and Leclaire promoted at the
colloquium a conception of my work, which, since the talk was published in I*s
temps modernes, has become definitive, despite the divergence between their posi-
tions manifested therein.

Interventions made at a colloquium, when there is something at stake in the
debate, sometimes require a good deal of commentary to be sifuated.

And when the texts have been thoroughly rewritten, the task becomes an
arduous one.

Its interest wanes, moreover, with the time it takes to rewrite them, for one would
have to replace it with what takes place during that time considered as logical time.

In short, three and a half years later, though barely having had the leisure to
monitor the interval, I made a decision tlnt Henri Ey, in a book on the colloquium
published by Descl6e de Brouwer, introduced in the following way

This text summarizes Jacques Lacan's interventions which, due to their
importance, formed the axis of all the discussions.

The transcripts of these interventions have been conderued by Jacques
Lacan in these pages written at my request in March 1964.t
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I hope the reader will allow that for me this logical time has been able to
redtrce the circumstances, in a text extracted from a more intimate gathering, to
lhis mention of them.

(re66)

Remarks made at a colloquium such as this, inviting philosophers,
psyctriatrists, psychologists, and psychoanalysts on the basis of their respec-
tive expertise, fail to agree on the level of truth of Freud's texts.

Concerning the unconscious, one must go sfaight to the cru,r of Freud's
experience.2

The unconscious ts a concept founded on the trail [tracel left by that
whictr operates to constitute the subject.

The unconscious is not a speciess defining the circle of that part
of pqrchical reality which does not have the attribute (or the virtue) of
consciousness.

there roay be phenomena that are subsumed by the unconscious ac-
cording to both of these acceptations; the latter remain no less foreign to
each other. The only relation between them is one of homonymy.

t?re importance I attribute to language as cause of the subject requires
that I be more specific: aberrations abound when the concept "uncon-
scious' is depreciated by being applied to phenomena ad libitum that can
be classified under the homonymous species fespdcel.lt is unthinkable that
the concept might be restored on the basis of these phenomena.

L.et me specify my own position concerning the equivocation to which
the "is" and "is not" of my initial positions might give rise.

TIre unconscious rs what I say it is,a assuming we are willing to hear
what Freud puts fonuard in his theses.

saying for Freud the unconscious is not what goes by that name in
other contexts could be of little value if what I meant were not grasped: the
unconscious, prior to Freud, is not purely and simply. That is because it
narnes nothing [prior to Freud] that counts any more as an object-nor
warrants being granted any more existence-than what would be defined
by sifirating it in the "un-black" ('in-noirl.

The unconscious before Freud has no more consistency than this un-
black-ttiz. the set of what could be classified according to the various
meanings of the word "black," by dint of its refusal of the attribute (or
virtue) of blackness (whether physical or moral).

what indeed could the following possibly have in common-to take
the eiglrt definitions reviewed by Dr,velshauvers in a book that is old (1916),5
but not so far out-of-date that, were such a catalogue to be prepared anew
today, its hetero8eneity would not be diminished: the sensorv uncon-
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scious (implied by the effects of contrast and of so-called optical illu-

sions); the automatic unconscious developed by habit; the co-conscious-

ness6 (?) of split personalities; ideational emergencies of an oriented latent

activity which imposes itself [upon consciousnessl as in creative thought,

and telepathy, which certain people would like to relate to the latter; the

learned and even integrated reserves of memory; the passions in our char-

acter that get the better of us; the heredity that is recognized in our

natural gifts; and finally the rational or metaphysical unconscious that is

implied by "mental acts"?
(None of them can be grouped together, except confusedly, because of

what psychoanalysts have added by way of obscurantism in failing to distin-
guish the unconscious from instinct, or, as they say, from the instinctual-

the archaic or primordial, succumbing thereby to an illusion decisively

dispelled by Claude L€vi-strauss-and even from the genetics of a supposed
"development.")

My claim is that they have nothing in common if one $rounds oneself

in psychological objectivity, even if the later is derived by extension from

the schemis of psychopatholo$y, and that this chaos merely reflects

psychology's central error. This error consists in taking the very phenom-

enon of consciousness to be unitary speaking of the salne consciousness-

believed to be a synthetic faculty-in the illuminated area of a sensory field,

in the attention which transforms it, in the dialectic of judgment, and in

ordinary daydreaming.
This error is based on the undue transfer to these phenomena of the

value of a thought experiment which uses them as examples.
The Carte sian cogito is the major, and perhaps terminal, feat of this

experiment in that it attains knowledge certainty. But it all the better ex-

poses that which privileges the moment upon which it is based, and prwes

how fraudulent it is to extend its privilege to phenomena endowed with

consciousness, in order to $rant them a status.
For science, the cogito marks, on the contrary, the break with errery

assurance conditioned by intuition-
And the much sought-after lrecherchdel latency of this founding mo-

ment, as Selbstbewusstsein [self-consciousnessl, in the dialectical sequence

of Hegel's phenomenolo$y of mind, is based upon the presupposition of

absolute knowledge.
Everything, on the contrary points to the distribution of conscious-

ness in psychical reality-however the latter's texture is ordered-consciotrs-

ness being heterotopic in terms of levels and erratic at each level.

The only homogeneous function of consciousness is the imaginary

capture of the ego by its specular reflection, and the function of

misrecognltion lmdconnaissancej which remains linked to it.
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The negation [dmdgationlT inherent in psychology in this regard should
rather, following Hegel, be chalked up to the law of the heart and the
deiusion of presumption.

the subvention received by this perpetuated presumption, to consider
only what it receives in the way of scientific honors, raises the question of
where its value is situated; it cannot come down to the mere publication of
more or less copious treatises.

Psychology transmits ideals: the psyche therein no longer represents
anything but the sponsorship fpanainagel which makes it qualify as aca-
demic. Ideals are society's slaves.

A certain kind of progress in our own society illustrates this, when
psychology furnishes not only the means, but even defers to the wishes of
market research.

when a market study had concluded upon the proper means by which
to sustain consumption in the U.sA., psychology enlisted, enlisting Freud
alon$ with it, to remind the half of the population most exposed to busi-
ness' goal that women only realize their potential through gender ideals (cf.
Betty Friedan on the directed wave of the Feminine Mystique,s in that post-
war decade).

Perhaps psycholog5r, through this ironic channel, reveals why it has
always subsisted. But scientists may recall that the ethics implicit ln their
trainin$ commands them to refuse all such blatant ideology. The uncon-
scious as understood by psychologists is thus debilitating ror ttrought, due
to the very credence thought must lend it in order to arsue against iL

Nour the debates that have taken place during this colloquium have
been remarkable in that they have constantly turned to the Freudian con-
cept in all its difficulty, and have derived their very strength from this
difficulty.

That is remarkable inasmuch as psychoanalysts'only endeavor, in today's
world, is to enter psychology's ranks. The aversion everything coming from
Freud meets with in their community has been plainly avowed, especially
by a subset [fractionJ of the psychoanalysts present.

This fact cannot be excluded from the examination of the issue at
hand. No more than can another fact that it is due to my teaching that this
colloquium has reversed the trend. I am saying this not merely to make
mention of the fact-many have done so-but also to note that this obliges
me to account for the paths I have followed.

What psychoanalysis finds itself enjoined to do when it returns to the
fold of "general psychology" is to sustain what deserves to be exposed-right
here and not in the far-off realms of our former colonies-as pri-itiu. men-
tality. For the kind of interest that psychology comes to serve in our present
society, of which I have given an idea, finds therein its advantage"

Psychoanalysis thus undenrrrites it by furnishing an astrology that is

more decent that the one to which o,r, ro.i.ty continues to surreptitiously

sacr i f ice.  r  , . - : -  ^-^^. .a l r
I thus consider justified the prejudice psychoanalysis encounters tn

Eastern Europe. i;; ;p to psychoanalysis not to.deserve that prejudice'

as it was possible th"t, pr.r.nted with the test of different social exigencies'

psychoanalysis might have proved less tractable had it received harsher

treatment lelle s'g ffit trouwie moitu traitable d'Atre plus mal traitdel' I

;;;. ilrat on theiasis of my own position in psychoanalvsis'

Psychoanatysis would have done better to examine its ethics and learn

from the study of theology, following a path indicated by Freud as unavoid-

able. At tLre u.ryl."rt, iti'Oeontolog! in science should make it realize that

it is responsiblefor the presence of the unconscious in this field'

This function was served by my shrdents at this colloquium' and I have

contributed thereto in accordance with the method that I have constantly

adopted on such occasions, situating each in his position in relation to

the subject. The main uis is sufficlently well indicated in the recorded

responses'uld 
be of some interest, if only to the historian, to have the

transcripts of the talks actually given, even if they were cut where blanks

appeared due to defects in the recording devices' They underscore the in-

competence of he whose services designated him as the person who could

highlight with the greatest tact and J.*tu.y the detours of a moment of

combat in a place Tn which ideas were excttanged-his connections' his

culture, and even his social savw lmtregentl allowing him to understand

better than anyone else the ,..o'ding' *itt' the intonations. His failinSs

ldqfaillanot .ft."JV .nr.on..d him in the good graces of defection'e

I do not oeptore the occasion that was missed, everyone having since

taken ample advanta$e of a time-worn practice, carefully reworking his

presentation. J *ifituf.. advantage of the occasion to explain my

present doctrine of the unconscio,rr, ull the more legitimately as the resis-

lances of . p.Jiar attocation of roles impeded me from saying! more about

it then.
Thisconsiderationisnotpol i t ical,buttechnical. I thastodowiththe

following .ondition, established by my doctrine: psychoanalysts are part

and parcef of tt e concept of the unconscious, as they constihrte that to

which the unconscious is addressed I thus cannot but include my dis-

course on the *.onr.ious in the very thesis it enunciates: the presence of

the unconscious, being situated in the locus of the Other' is to be sought in

every discourse, in its enunciation'
The very subject of the a$ent who sustains this presence-if he is an

analyst-*urt"-o..ording to this hypothesis, in the salne movement be
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given form [informel and "thrown into question," in other words, experi-
ence his subjection to splitting by the signifier.

Flence the sense of an arrested spiral one finds in the work presented
by rqy students, Serge Leclaire and Jean Laplanche. For they limit it to the
testin€ of a spare part fpidce ddtachdel.

And that is the very sign that my statementsr0 are, in all their rigor,
made firstly for the function they only sen)e in their stead.

In the introductory phase, one can illustrate the effect of enunciation
by asking a student if he can imagine the unconscious existing in animals,
unless they have some degree of language [d moins de quelque effet de
langagel-human lanSuage. If he indeed agrees that that is the condition
which would allow him to at least consider the possibility, you have verified
that he distinguishes between "unconscious" and "instinct."

Fropitious initial omen, for if we were to call upon every analyst as
well, re$ardless of the doctrine he was most trained in, and ask him whether,
in fulfilling his role (bearing the patient's discourse, restoring the effect of
meanin8, throwing himself into question [sy mettre m causetll by re-
sponding, as well as by remaining silent), he ever had the feeling he was
dealing with anything like an instinct---could he say yes?

Reading analytic writings and official translations of works by Freud
(who never wrote the word "official") that use the term "instinct,' all
acrosi the board, there is perhaps a point in obviating a rhetoric which
obturates the concept's effectiveness. The style appropriate for a paper on
lanalytic] experience does not constitute the whole of theory. But it lfuar-
antees that the statements by which analytic experience operates preserve
within themselves the backward movement frecultzJ of enunciation in
which the effects of metaphor and metonymy are constituted, i.e., in
accordance with my theses, the very mechanisms Freud described as those
of the unconscious.

But here the question is legitimately raised: are they effects of lan-
guage or of speech? Let us assume that the question here only assumes the
outlines of Saussure's dichotomy. Directed at what interests Saussure-
effects on language [la longuel-it supplies warp and woof to what is woven
between synchrony and diachrony.

When it is directed at what throws us into question (as much as he
who questions us, if he is not already lost in the stays of his question),
namely the subject, the alternative fianguage or speechJ proposes itself as a
disjunction. Now it is this very disjunction that provides us with the an-
swer, or, rather, it is in constituting the Other as the locus of our answer-
the Other furnishin$ the answer in a form that inverts the question into a
message-that we introduce the effective disjunction on the basis of which
the question has meaning.
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The effect of langua$e is to introduce the cause into the subject'

Through this effect, he is not the cause of himself; he bears within himself

the worm of the cause that splits him. For his cause is the signifier, without

which there would be no subject in the real. But this subject is what the

signifier represents, and the latter cannot represent anything except to

u,ioth., signifier: to which the subject who listens is thus reduced'

One therefore does not speak to the subjecl ltt3 spealcs of him' and

that is how he apprehends himself; this is all the more necessary in that,

before he disappears as subject beneath the signifier which he becomes' due

to the simple fact that it addresses him, he is absolutely nothing. But this

nothing is sustained by his advent, now produced by the appeal made in the

Other to the second signifier.
fu an effect of langua$e, in that he is born of this original split, the

subject translates a signifyin$ synchrony into this primordial temporal pul-

sation that is the conititutive fading of his identification. That is the first

movement.-'-- 
g;iin tt. second, desire-bedding down in the signifying cut in which

metonymy is effectuated, the diachrony (called "history") which was in-

scribei in fading-returns to the kind of fixity Freud assigned to uncon-

sciouswishes(seethelastsentenceoftheT|aumdeufung|Thelntqpretation
of Dreamsl\.

This secondary subornationr{ not only closesrs the effect of the first in

projectingi the topology of the subject into the instant of fantasy; it seals it'

refusing to allow thJ subject of desire to realize that he is an effect of

speech,-to realize,in other words, that he is but the Other's desire'16

That is why any discourse is within its rights not to consider itself

responsible for [nis Lffect-any discourse except that of the teacher when

he addresses PsYchoanalYsts.
I have always .onrid.r.d myself accountable for such an effect, and,

while unequal to ttre task of overcomin g tt fd'y parerl, it was the secret

prowess of each of my "seminars."
For the people who come to hear me are not the first communicants

Plato exposed to Socrates' questioning'
That the "secondary" they come out of must be doubled with an intro-

ductory,I7 says enoush about its shortcomings and superfluities' of their
.,philosophy lclassesl," most have retained but a grab-bag of phrases-a

catechism $one hayruire-that anaesthetizes them from being surprised by

truth.
They are thus even more easily preyed upon by presti$e operations,

and by the ideals of high personalism by which civilization presses them to

live beyond their means.
lntellectual means, that is.
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The idear of authority with which the medicar candidate fails in; theopinion po, in which one finds *re meuiator of rerationai rrp*rur; th.meaning of meaning's in which every qr.rin"a, it, uiiri;;i,;;o..norogy,a lap that awaits whatever may fall inio'it-tt. range is vasi and the disper-sion great at the outset of an ordered obtusion.
Resistance, equar in its effect or aeruJJespite Heger and Freud, mis-fortune of consciousness and discontent of civilization.
A louulre of subjectification ,na.rpin, iesistance, which objectifiesthe hlse evidence of the ego and 

19.ut.t ..u.rrrproor away from certainty andtowards endress procrastination. (shourd r u. 
"pp*ed 

by an appear to Marx-ists, cathorics, or even Freudians, I promise tolequest a rolr cail.)That is why onry the kind or lu.ning ,r,., grinds up this 1or,ur1 cantrace out the path of what is known .-r -rtr.ining analy sis,, fonarysedidactiquel; for the results of [analyticl experience are distorted by the veryfact of being inscribed in that 1or,ur1.
This doctrinal contribution has a name_it is, quite simply, ,.scientific

;-ff-;fd 
it is artogether lacking in tr,. prur., *h.r. psychoanarysts are

l{y teaching is anathema in that it is inscribed in that truth.Ttre objection that has been raised, .on..-ing the impact of my teach_ing on the transference of analysts 
i.r o.*g, ril mare il;; analystslaufh' if, thank to me, there are stil analysts"for whom Freud exists. Butwhat ir proves is rhe absence of any d;;i;;;i trarning analysis that in-cludes the ratter's rerations with the affirmitit" 

"r 
the unconscious.It wiil thus be understood that ,'y 

"r. 
.i 

"lr.,a 
phenomenology boreno allegiance to the system, but was intended as an oernple with which tocounter the obvious fact of identification. It ; ;" the way in which oneconducts an examination of a patient and ora*s one,s conclusions that acritique of intellectual fable s [bestiairel is puiionnurO. It is by not avoidingthe ethical implications of out p.ar,is for deontology and scientific debatethat the beautifur sour w'l be ,lnmasked. The raw of the heart, as I havesaid, is a bigger nuisance ttran paranoia. It is the raw of a mse which, in theruse of reason, traces out a meander whose ;";;;;t is seriousry slowed"Beyond that, Hegel's statements, even if one sticks to the text, pro_vide the opportunity to arways say something othel,zo something otherwhich corrects therein the linl or.n1-t11-rriiri",rresis, while preiervingtheir effect of exposing the lures of iOentification.

That is my Auflrcbung [sublationJ, which tr-rrorrs Hegel,s-his lure_into an occasion to point out, in lieu and ol*. 
"r 

the reaps of an *idealprogress," the avatars of a lack.
To confirm in its function this point of lack, nothing is better at thispoint than prato's dialogue, insofai as it fails into the comic genre, does not
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shy away from indicating the point at which one can do nothing but oppose
the "marionette's mask to wooden insults," and remains stone-faced througfi
the centuries, rooted to a hoax, waitin$ for someone to find a better hold
than the one it clings to lfigel in its judo match with the truth.

That is why Freud is a guest one can risk inviting! impromptu to the
Symposium, if only on the basis of the short note2r in which he indicates
what he owes to its clear-sightedness Vustessel concerning love, and per-

haps concerning the tranquiility of its view of transference. No doubt he
was the kind of guy who would revive its bacchanalian lines, which no one
remembers having said after the drunkenness.

My seminar w;N not 'Vhere it speaks" lld oit ga parlel, as people said
jokingly. It brought forth the place from which it could speak, opening
more than one ear to hear thin$s which, had they not been recognized,
would have been passed over indifferently. One of my listeners put this
naively, announcing the marvelous fact that, that very eveningl, or perhaps
just the day before, he had come across in a session with a patient what I
had said in my seminar-verbatim.

The place in question is the entrance to the cave, towards the exit of
which Plato guides us, while one imagines seeing the psychoanalyst enter-
ing there. But things aren't that easy, as it is an entrance one can only
reach just as it closes (the place will never be overrun with tourists), and
the only way for it to open up a bit is by callin$ from the inside-

This is not unsolvable, assuming the "open sesame" of the uncon-
scious consists in having speech effects, the unconscious being lin$uistic in
stmcture,u but requires that the analyst reexamine the way it closes.

What we have to account for is a gap, beat, or alternatin$ suction, to
follow some of Freud's indications, and that is what I have proceeded to do
in grounding it in topology.

The structure of that which closes [se fermel is indeed inscribed in a

Seometry in which space is reduced to a combinatory: it is what is called an
"edge" in topology.23

By formally studying the consequences of the irreducibility of its cut,
one couid rework some of the most interesting functions between aesthet-
ics and logic.

One notices that it is the ciosingza of the unconscious which provides

the key to its space-namely the impropriety of trying to turn it into an
inside.

That closing also demonstrates the core of a reversible time, quite

necessarily introduced if we are to Eirasp the efficiency of discourse; it is
rather easily perceived in something I have been emphasizin$ for a long

time: the retroactive effect of meaning in sentences, meaning requiring the
last word of a sentence to be sealed lse bouclql.
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Nachtraglichkeit (remember that I was the 6rst to extract it fromFreud's texts), Nachtrcigtichkeit or deferred action laprds-coupl, by whichtrauma becomes invorved in symptoms, reveals a temporal strucfure of ahigher order.
But above all, experience with this closing shows that it would not begratuitous on the part of psychoanalysts to r.op.n the debate over the cause,a phantom that cannot be exorcised from [cinjurer deJ thought, whethercriticalzs or not. For the cause is not, as is saii of being * ,nlll, a lure offorms of discourse26-othenvise it would have long since been dispelled. Itperpetuates the reasonzT that subordinates the subject to the signifier,s effect.It is only as instanc e28 of the unconscious, the Freudiali unconscious,that one grasps the cause at the level at which Hume attempts to flush itout {ddbusquerl, which is precisely the level at which it takes on consis-tenry: the retroaction of the signifier in its efficiency,?e which must berigorously distinguished from the final cause.

ln demonstrating that that is the onry true first cause, the apparentdiscordance of Aristotle's four causes would dissipate; from their terrain,analysts could contribute to this reformulation.
They would have the benefit of being able to use the Freudian term"overdetermination" as something other than an evasive answer. What fol-lows introduces the feature that commands the functioning relationship

between these forms: their circurar, albeit non-reciprocar, articulation.
while there is closing [fermeturel and entry they do not necessariryseparate: they provide two domains with a mode of conjunction. They arethe subject and the other, respectively, and these domains are only to besubstantified here on the basis of my tiieses concerning the unconscious.
The subject, the cartesian subject, is the presupposition of the uncon-scious-l have shown that elsewhere.
The other is the dimension required in order for speech to affirm itselfas truth.
The unconscious is, between the two of them, their cut in act.

This cut is seen to command the two fundamentar operations withwhich the subject's causation should be formulated. These operations areordered in a circular, yet non-reciprocal, rerationship.
The first. alienation, constitutes the subject as such.3o In a fierd ofobjects, no relationship is conceivable that engenders alienation apart fromthat of the signifier.Letus take for granted that no subject has any reasonto appear in the real except for the fact that speaking beings exist therein. Aphysics is conceivable that accounts for everythil; in the world, includingits animate part. A subject intervenes3r onry in*nir.t as there are, in thisworld, signifiers which mean nothing and must be deciphered.

To grant priority to the signifier over the subject is, in my book' to

take into account the experience Freud opened up for us: the signifier plays

and wins, if I may ,uv ro, before the subject is aware of it, to such an extent

that in the game oi witz, in puns, for example, it may surprise the subject'

what it lights up with its flash is the subject's division from himself'

But the fa.t *,it the signifier reveals to the subject his own division

should not make us forset that this division derives from nothing other

than that very same play, the play of signifiers-signifiers, not signs'

Signsarepolyvalenetheyno.doubtr3o.res!1t 'somet}r in€tosomeone'
but the status of that someone is uncertain, as is that of the supposed

language of certain animals, a sign lan$ua$e which neither allows for meta-

phor nor engenders metonymy. . ,, . _ _ -r_-rj^- k^ rL,
This someone could, by some stretch of the imagination, be the uni-

verse, insofar as information, so we are told' circuiates therein' Any center

in which information is added up [se totalkel can be taken for a someone'

but not for a subject-
The re$ister of the signifier is instituted in that a signifier represents a

subject to anothei t*ninJt. That is the structure of ail unconscious forma-

tions: dreams, slips of the tongue, and puns. The same structure explains

the subiect's originary division. Produied in the locus of the yet to be

situated Other, tfie signiner brin$s forth a subject from a being that cannot

yet speak,rz but at tie cost of freezing$ him. The ready-to-speak brqt a

parrerlthat rzas to be therejin both iencei of the French imperfect "i/ g

ouait,,, placin$ trre readv-to-speak an instant before (it was there but is no

longer) ,butalsoaninstantaf ter(afewmomentsmoreandi twouldhave
been there becaus. it could have been there)s-what uas to be there disap-

pears, no longler being anything but a signifier' 
- :- !L^ AIL^- *rrr

It is thus not the fact that this operation begins in the other that leads

me to call it "uii.nution." The fact that the Other is' for the subject' the

locus of his sisnifying cluse merely explains why no subject can be his own

cause lcause de soil.This is clear not only from the fact that he is not God'

but from the fact that God Himself .unnot be His own cause if we think of

Him as a subjecu saint Auglustine saw this very clearly when he refused to

refer to the personal God as "self-caused" lcause de soil'

Nienation resides in the subject's division, the cause of which I just

desiSnated. Let u, proce.d to discuss its logical structure' This structure is

a uel,3swhich shows its originality here for the first time' In order to do so'
- ir?-t*, Ue Oeriu.A from *hat is known, in so-cailed mathematical logic' as

union36 (which has already been acknowledged to define a cerlain kind of

uel\.
This union is such that the uel of alienation' as I call it' imposes a

choice between its terms only to eliminate one of them-always the salne
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one rcgardless of one's choice. The stakes are thus apparently limited to the' presen'ation or loss of the other term, when the union involves two terrns.This disjunction is incamated in a irigrrrv ilrushatabt., iinot dramatic,way ;It soon as the signifier is incarnated ir'iro^uf at a more personarized" tevel in demand or supply: in .,your;9;;; 
;;';;r tife,,or,,liberty or death.,,It is merery a question oFknowing whither or not (sic aut non) youwant to keep rife or refuse death, u.*u"r.,lug.roing the other term in thealternativ., 

-gl:y 
or riberty, your choice wilrln uny case be disappointing.you shourd be aware thai what ,..uin, ir, in 

-, 
case, diminished:37 itwill be rife without money and, havi"g ,.n r.d d.rth, a rife somewhat in-convenrienced by the cost of freedom.

rhat is the sti$ma of the fact that the uel here, functioning dialecti-cally, cdearly operates on the uer of rogicai union, which is known to beequivarent to an "and" (sic et non).This-is ilustrated by the fact that, in thelon$ run' you will have to give up your life after your money, and in the endthe only thing reft w'r be y-our freeaom t" oi"-'
similarry, our subject is subjected t" ,r,. uer ofa certain meaning hemust receive or petrification. Bui shourJn.'..t"i1 the meaning, the npn-meaning produced by his change.into signifiers will encroach onl this 6eld(of meaning)'This non-rrt'eahini clearly rirt *ittrin$ the oth;;;r;;ld, thoughit is produced as an eclipse of tie subject.{ \T]nrs ,a choser is worth saying, for it quarifies the 6erd of the uncon-scious to take a seat, I wourd say,_in the prace or tr. anaryst_ret us takethat literalry-in his armchair. we r,uu.lrriued at such a pass that weshould leave him this armchair uv ,.v o? u ;rrri"ri. gesture.,, The latter isan expression commonly used to say ',a gesture of prJtest,;il'il import ,would be to chailenge the order-so prettiry avowed by its crude mofto in"Franc€&ire" (to coin a term), directiy lil;;rom the &pos[a' a prin-cess perp€trated upon French psychoinrrvrir Bv replacing the presocratictone of Freud's precept, ,Wo es wati soll kh werdm,,,*Ith-th. croating

;:11?',,f;o,.ffif; 
(the analvst's no doubtj I'urt disrodge the id,, (the

The fact that people have objected to serge Leclaire! claim that theunicorn sequence{3 is unconscious, bv pointingTu, u.,., Leclaire himself isconscious of it, means that they do noi ,.. tr,?;rh. unconscious onry hasmeaning in the other's field. stiil ress d" th.;;;;-the consequence thereof:that it is not the effect of meaning that is operative in interpretation, but:l T iiiff lfffi'j;",i;' : ffi 'fiFil ; ;#;,, (w i th o u f i.,v,".un i n e
Let 

's 
turn now to the second. operation, in which the subject,s causa_tion closes' to tesr the structure of tr,. .ag. i; il l;".tion as rimit, but also

in the twist that motivates the encroachment of the unconscious' I call this

operation "separation." We will see that it is what Freud called "lclspalfung"

or splitting of the subject, and grasp why Freud,. in the tort in which he

introduces it ["The Spiitting of the igo"l, Eroundl-it in a splittin$, not of

the subject, but of the object (namely, the phallic obiect)'

Ttre logical form diiecticalty moOified by the second operation is called
.,intersection" in symbolic logic; it is also the product formulated by a

beronging to _ ^a 
to _ f rhis function is modified here by a part

taken from a lack situated within another lack,r? through which the subiect

6nds anew in the other's desire the equivalent of what he is qua subiect of

the unconscious.
In this way, the subject is actualizeds in the loss in which he surged

forth as unconscious, throu$h the lack he produces in the other' followin$

the course Freud considered to constitute the most radical drive: the "death

drive," as he called it' A belon gingneithq to - is called upon to frll anor

to _. Empedocles' act, ,.rponding thereto, shows that a witl is involved'

Tlrre uel returns in the form of a uelle.'e That is the end$ of the operation'

Now for the Process.
sqarare,separating, ends here in se parere, engendering oneself' Let

us dispense with the obvious gems we find in the works of Latin etymolo-

Bists concerningl the slippa$e in meaning from one verb to the other' One

should simply rea|izetttai tfris slippage is grounded in the fact that they are

both related tosr the function of the pars'

The part is not the whole, as is said, thougfi usually without thinking'

For it should be emphasized that the part tras n-othing to do with the whole'

One has to come to terms with it;n ii plays its part lsa partiel alllv itself'

Here the subject proceeds from his partitionr to his parturition' This does

not imply the $rotesque metaphor of giving birth to himself anew' Indeed'

language would be hard presied to express that with an ori$inal term' at

least in Indo-European climes where all the words used for this purpose are

of juridical or social origin. "Parere" was first of all to procure (a child for

one's husband). That is *tty tttt subject can procure for himself what inter-

ests him here-a status I will q*iifv as "civil." Nothing in anyone's life

unleashes more determination to suiceed in obtaining it' In order to be

pars, he would easily sacrifice the better part of his interests' though not

in order to become part of ttre whole ls'intdgru a la totalffdl' which'

moreover, is in no way constituted by others' interests' still less by the

general interest which is distin$uishei therefrom in an entirely different

manner.
sqarare, se parare: in order to take onn the signifier to'which he

succumbs, the subject attacks the chain-that I have reduced to a binary's at

its most elementary level-at its interval. The repeating interval' the most
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radical structure of the signifoing chain, is the locus haunted by metonymy,
the lat&r being the vehicle of desire (at least that is what I teachi.

lt is, in any case, through this impact-whereby the subject experi_ences in this interval somethinS that motivates him othe r [Autre choselthan the effects of meaning by which a discourse solicits him-that he infact encounters the other's desire, before he can even call it desire, muchless irrngine its object.
VWrat he will place there is his own lack, in the form of the lack hewould like to produce in the other through his own disappearance-the

disappearance (which he has at hand, so to speak) of the part of himself hereceives froms his primal lpremidreJ alienation.
Brrt what he thus fills uprz is not the lack [faiilel* he encounters in theother, but rather, first of all, that of the constiiutive loss of one of his parts

by whidr he turns out to be made of two parts. Therein lies the twistwhereby separation represents the return of alienation. For the subjectoperates with his own loss, which brings him back to his point of departure.
His "can he lose me?"se is, no doubt, the recourse he has against theopacity 'of the desire he encounters in the other,s locus, but lt mererybrings the subject back to the opacity of the being he receives througfr [guiIui est reuenu del his advent as subject, such uri. was first producedm atthe other's summoning.
It rs an operation whose fundamental outlines are found in psychoana-

lytic technique. For it is insofar as the analyst intervenes by scandinfr thepatient's discourse that an adjustment occurs in the pulsation of the rimthrougfr which the being that resides just shy of it must flow.
The true and final mainspring of what constitutes transference is theexpectatfon6z of this being's advent in relation to what I call ,,the analyst,sdesire," insofar as something about the analyst's own position has remainedunnoticed therein, at least up until now.
That is why transference is a relationship that is essentially tied totime and its handling. But what is the being that responds to us, operatingin the 6eld of speech and language, from just inside the cave,s entrance? Iwould go so far as to give it body in the form of the very walls of the cavewhich live, or rather come alive with palpitations whose living movementmust be grasped now, i.e., since I articulated the function and field ofspeech and language in their conditioning.*
i dom't see how anyone can rightfully claim that I neglect dynamics inmy topolo€y; I orient it, which is better than to make a common_place of it.(The most verbal is not where peopre are willing to say it is.n)
fu tor sexuality, concerning which p.opl-. would like to remind methat it is a question of force and that that force is biological, I retort thatanalysts perhaps have not shed as much light as peopre at one time hoped

on sexuality's mainsprings, recommending only that we be natural' repeat-

edly trottrng out tfrl tum. bird-brained themes.6 I will try to contribute

something ne\4,er by resorting to a $enre that Freud himself never claimed

to have superseded in this reliard: myth'

To compete with Aristophanes on his own $round in the above-men-

tioned sgmposium:, let us recall his primitive double-backed creatures in

which two halves are fused to$ether as firmly as those of a Magdebur$

sphere. The halves, separated later by a sur$ical operation arising from

Zeus' jealousy, represent the beings we have become in love, starvinS for an

unfindable comPlement-
ln considering the sphericity of primordial Man as much as his divi-

sion, it is the egg ihat is evoked and that has thus perhaps been repressed

since Plato, $iven the preeminence $ranted for centuries to the sphere in a

hierarchy of forms sanctioned by the natural sciences.

consider the eggl in a viviparous womb where it has no need of a shell'

and recall thaL whenever the membranes burst' a part of the eggl is harmed'

for the membranes of the fertilized elfi are offspring lfillesl just as mudt as

the living being brougfit into the *otto by their perforation. consequently,

upon cutting the cord-, what the ner,vborn loses is not, as analysts thinlq its

mother, but rather its anatomical compremenl Midurives call it the "afterbirth"

[ddlh]rel.' 
Now imagine that every time the membranes burst, a phantom-an

infinitely more primal lpimairel form of life, in no wise willin$ to settle for

a duplicate role in some microcosmic world within a world Lredoublq le

monde en miqocosmel-takes flight through the same passage'

lvlan UHommel is made by breaking an egg, but so is the "Manlet"

ll'Hommelettel.ffi
Let us assume the latter to be a large crepe that moves like an amoeba'

so utterly flat that it can slip under doors, omniscient as it is guided by the

pure life instinct, and immortal as it is fissiparous. [t is certainly something

that would not ieel good drippin$ down your face, noiselessly while you

sleep, in order to brand it.67
If we are willin$ to allow the digestive process to begin at this point'

we reaiize that the Manlet has ample sustenance for a long time to come

(remember that it is among the or$anisms, which are quite differentiated'

tlnat have no digestive tract).
It goes without sayin$ that a stru$$le would soon ensue with such a

fearsome bein$, and that the struggle would be fierce' For it can be as-

sumed that, as the lrlanlet has no sensory system, it has ior guidance but

the pure real. [t thus has an advantagie over us men who must always

provide ourselves with a homuncuius in our heads in order to tum that real

into reality.
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lndeed it wourd not be.easy to obviate the paths of its attack, whichwould, moreover, be impossible io preji.i'ur.it rorfJm;; obstacles. Itwould be impossibre to .au*t., and just as impossibre to trap.As for destroying the Manlet, on. r,J iest avoia helping it proliferate,for to cut it up fu faire ii'mtaillel would r',uro it reproduce, and the reastof its cuttings to survive-€ven .ft.-, il";;'i::" set afire_wourd preserveall of its destructive powers. Apart rrom ,t! In9.u of a rethar ray, that hasyet to be tested, the onry way out wourd be to,rock it up, pracing it in thejaws of a Magdeburg ,ph.r.,'Fo, .;;;,;iir ,u-s up again here, as ifbv chance, being 
Tr{dt;ppropriate instnrmenlBut the whote Manlet would il ;; liio i", the sphere, and woutdhave to do so by itserf. r'or to touch it in'order to shove a negrigibreoverflowing amount fun amlr nr.t li,;";; th.g bravest person wourd be',Hi fii f .f;:l;fl ffiJ# ffi il,lll,lo',,, o u.t ".." r, iJ nn g.,, und

Except for its narne, that I wil now change to a more decent one,"lameila" (of which trr. *LJiomerette,, ir, in lu.t, but a metastasis6e), this

'ffii.ili,,|!ffi ,;;32,ljiii,*jffi ittustratinfr iou,*,and
This image shows "ribidor tg be *r,uilt'ir, 

llT.ry an organ, to whichits habits make it far rot. utin trran t" .,"r.. fi:la. Lett say th at it is quasurface that it orders this force 
|:,,o,,irrir."ri*ri"n is corroborated when&:, !i,J 1?' illl,fi :: l,,Tl'; : : ;;;;;' l;'"'' iJ' 0.,,,,.,,,. fi ;k. . mo n.

Referring to electromagn.ti. U.r*ry,and, in particular, to a thmrem knownas stokes' theorem, wourd utto, me to situate the ,.ason for the constancy ofthe drive's pressure,TowhiJ fierA..y,gt*rzo,l'gr*Uy,7rin 
the fact that thatsurface is basedon a crosea rim wtrich is the erogerious zone.It is arso crear that whaf nr.."a .urr, tn. f.i )b.r, o, flow fcourder of thedrive is not its dischatg.,'irr'srroua ;rtil;;described .; th; turninginside out and outside in" or.r, lrr* whose function shourd be situated inrelatio.n to the preceding ,uli..iiu. coordinates.This organ must ue cattea ilr,r."r,,,in 

the sense that the unrear is not
ffil'*ifr?.urlf"'.il;; subjective ii .rnai,ions, being in direct
o",,.l*lJ"ill"il:,In*'ji|;ilH*:: mvth, strives to provide a sym-

Mv rame'a represents here ,r-4fii-a riving being that is lost whenthat being is producea tf,-"gl-the straig of sex.7{That part is certainlv iniicaied in the il; that microscopic anatomymateriarizes in the globut.r .*purred at ,t. ,,"" logu, of the phenomenaorganizedaround chromosor. i.o'r.tioD, and r; ,h;maturation of a gonad.
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Represented here by a deadly being, it marks the relationship-in which
the subject plays a part-between sexuality, specified in the individual, and
his death.

Regarding what is represented thereof in the subject, what is striking
is the type of anatomical cut (breathing new life into the etymological
meaning of the word "anatomy") by which the function of certain objects-
which should not be called partial, but which stand apart from the others-
is determined.

The breast, to lake an example of the problems to which these objects
give rise, is not merely a source of "regressive" nostalgia having been a
source of highly prized nourishment. It is, I am told, related to the mother's
body, to its warmth, and even to tender loving care. But that does not
sufficiently explain its erotic value, which a painting (in Berlin) by fiepolo,
in the exalted horror with which it presents Saint Agatha after her ordeal,Ts
illustrates far better.

ln fact, it is not a question of the breast, in the sense of the mother's
womb,76 though one may mix as much as one likes resonances in which the
signifier relies heavily on metaphor. It is a question of the beast specified in
the function of weaning which prefigures castration.

Weaning has been too extensively situated, since Klein's investigations,
in the fantasy of the partition of the mother's body for us not to suspect
that the plane of separationn passes between the breast and the mother,
making the breast the lost object involved lm causel in desire.

For if we recall that mammalian organization places the young, from
the embryo right up to the nerrubom, in a parasitical relation to the mother's
body, the breast appears as the same kind of organ-to be understood as
the ectopia of one individual on another-as that constituted by the pla-
centa at the beginning of the growth of a certain type of organism which
remains specified by this intersection.

T\e libido is this lamella that the organism's being takes to its bme limit,
which goes further than the body's limit Its ndical function in animals is
materialized in a certain ethology by the sudden decline lchutel in an animal's
ability to intimidate other animals at the boundaries of its "territory."

This lamella is an organ, as it is the instnrment of an organism. It is
sometimes almost palpable lcomme serciblel, as when an hysteric plays at
testing its elasticity to the hilt.

Speaking subjects have the privilege of revealing the deadly meaning
of this organ, and thereby its relation to sexuality. That is because the
signifier as such, whose first purpose is to bar the subject, has brought into
him the meaning of death. (The letter kills, but we learn this from the
letter itself.) That is why every drive is virtuallyis a death drive.
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It is important to $rasp how the organism is taken up in the dialectic
of the subject. The organ of what is iniorporeal in the sexua ted [suudlbeing is that part of the organism the subject places;e when his separation
occurs' It is through that organ that he *n t.uily make his death the objectof the Other's desire.

In this way, the object he naturaily roses, excrement, and the props
he finds in the other's desire-the other's g*e or voice-come to this
Drace.

The activity in the subject I call ,,drive,, (TTieb)consists in dealing with
ftournerl these objects in such a way as to take back from them, to restoreto himself, his original loss.

There is no other pathway luoiel by which the impact of sexuality ismanifested in the subject. A drive, insofar as it represents sexuality in theunconscious, is. never anything but a partial drive. That is the essentialfailing fcarence], namely the absen ce [carencel of anything that could rep-resent in the subject t}re mode of what is male or female in his being.
The vacillation psychoanaiytic experience reveals in the subject re:garding his masculine or feminine being is not so much related to hisbiological bisexuality, as to the fact that there is nothing in his dialecticthat represents the bipolarity of sex apart from activity and passivity, i.e., adrive versus outside-action polarity, which is altogether unfit to representthe true basis of that bipolarity.
That is the point I would like to make here-sexuality is distributed

on one side or the other of our rim qua threshold of the Lnconscious asfollows:
on the side of the living being qua being that will be taken up inspeech-never able in the end to come to be altogether in speech, remain-ing shy of the threshold which, notwithstanding, il neither inside nor out-there is no access to the opposite sex as Othedo except via the so-calledpartial drives wherein the subject seeks an object to take the place of theloss of life he has sustained due to the fact that he is sexuated.
on the side of the other, the locus in which speech is verified as itencounters the exchange of signifiers, the ideals they prop up, the elemen_tary structures of kinship, the paternal metaphor considere d qua principre

of separation, and the ever reopened division in the subject o*ing to hisprimal alienation-{n this side alone and by the pathw ays [uoiesi t tuu.just enumerated, order and norms must be instituted whicir tett ttre subjectwhat a man or a woman must do.
It is not true that God made them male and female, even if the coupleAdam and Eve said so; such a notion is also explicitly contradicted by thehighly condensed myth found in the same text on the creation of Adam,scompanion.

No doubt Lilith was there beforehand, but that doesn't explain anything'

Breakin$ off here, I leave to the past the debates lat the Bonneval

colloquiutl in which, conceming the Freudian unconscious' irresponsible

interventions were quite welcome, precisely because those responsible for

tf,.- only came halfreartedly, not to say from a certain side lbordl'

one of the results was, nevertheless, that the order issued by this side

to pass over my teaching in silence was not respected'

The fact that, refarding the Oedipus complex, the final point-

or rather the special guest award-went to a hermeneutic feat'8r con-

6rms my assessment of this colloquium and has since revealed its

consequences. ! , r ,  ! . ,
At my own risk, I indicate here the means ll'appareill by which precr-

sion could return.e

Translated bY Bruce Finlfl

Notes

l. lvr blloque de Bonneaal: l'lnconscimt, Pans: Desclde de Brouwer' 1966'

159. All footnotes in square brackets are translator's notes'l

2. tAn altemative reading here would be: '"[o go to the crux of the uncon-

scious, one must begin with Freud's experience"'l

3. lespdce:"species" should no doubt be understood here in terms of Medie\al

philosophy, where it is distinguished in ontological discussions from "genus"; the

genus here would be psychological reality, and the species that which does not have

the attribute "consciousness."l

4. lor "the unconscious rs what we say"']

5. [Georges Dwelshauvers, L'incoruciqtt, Paris: Flammarion' 1916' especially

14-16.1

6. tcf. lrcture XIX of Freud's Introductory Lectures on Psychmnalysis'l

7. [Lacan's translation for Freud's Vemeinmg'l

8. [New York Dell Publishing company, 1963; see especially chapter nine'

"The Sexual Sell."l

9. llacan is apparently referring here to Jean-Bertrand Pontalis'l

10. ldnoncds. in this transiation. statement(s) always corresponds to dnonai(s)'

Here Lacan's statements serve the function Leclaire and Laplqlche failed io 
serve'

even though the latter did the enunciatin$ at the colloquium ' Enonciation is aluays

translated here as enunciation, though some translators prefer utterance'l
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lI- [This couid also be translated: "situatinglhimself as cause."]

12- [recul has many other meanings as well: distance, perspective, backing
away (from), recoil, kick. postponement" lagging, reverse movement, switching back,
etc. I have interpreted it here as referring to the retroactive effect of enunciation on
the entrnciated or statement.l

13. tQa is also the French for ,.id."f

14- {subomemmt also means reading astray and seducing.l

15. {boucler also means to buckle or bnng full circle.l

16- iU have abbreviated what Lacan says here as it sounds so awhrrard in En-
glish: soil ce gu'il est de n'6tre autre que Ie desir de l'Autre-',in other words, what
he is due to the fact thaL he is no other than the other,s desire."l

17. fucrop&Ieutique here refers to colleSe prep classes formerly taken by French
high school graduates; thus their secondary education was followed by introductory
classes<il.asses that introduced them into "higher education."]

18. Fn English in the original. The reference here is to lvor Armstrong Richards
and C.K. Ogden's book, The Meaning of Meaning, 1923, which is also referred to !n
"Agency of the Letter in the Unconscious," dczrls, l50.l

19. lCommon or shared thing or element.l

20. p41t7rt*o* could also be translated more idiomatically as "something Else."l
21. ICt. Standard Edition, XVI[, sg.J

22. [si Ie sdsame de I'incorucimt est d'aaoir effet de parole, d'Otre stntcture de
loryage-+his ambiguous part of the sentence could also be translated ,,if the ,open
sesame' of fJre unconscious is to have speech effects, i.e., to be linguistic in struc-
ture," etc.l

23. ["dge" and "rim" are the terms I have most often used here to translate
bord, a terrn with topological, corporal, dod political meaningp; those meanings
tend to be inseparable in Lacan's text, and run the gamut from edge, perimeter, rim(as of a bodily orifice or topological surface which closes upon itsel0, and limit, to
border, side rin the sense of front or back, or political position), and margin.l

24. ffetmeture also means lock, locking, shutting, etc.; in topology it is trans-
lated "closur€," and a set is said to be "closed" if it contains each of i1, timit points.l

25. [critique should, no doubt, be understood here in the sense of Kant,s
"Crit iques.")

26- [formu du discours seems to be modeled on partiu du discours-parts of
speech. Lacan himself says that there would be no being without the verb .,to be,,: .,il
n'y a d'6tre que de parler; s'il n'y auait pas le uerbe Atre, il n,y aurait pas d,6tre du
/oul" (Seminar X)0, Les non-dupes errent,January 15, lg74).1
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27.||tshouldbekeptinmindthatraisoncanalsomeanratioorproportion.l

28. Llnstance is often translated as "agency"; one should keep in mind the

element of insistence here'l

29. [I-e., in its capacity as efficient cause'l

30. [ InFrench,est lefai tduszlefwouldmost.usual lymeanthat i t is the
subject,sdoin$,i.e.,thatalienation.i,,ou.tot}resubjectorbroughtaboutbythe
subject, but that makes little serue Siven what follows'l

g l . lsy imposemightalsobetranslated.. imposesi tsel f therein, ' ' . . intrudes

therein," 'forces ilelf upon tnt *o'iA lo' upon physics)"' or even "becomes a

necessary addition,, (to physics' theory 
"i,n. -rtrd, 

no doubt orploding that theory)'l

32.|n,opQsencorelagrolealsomeans..cannotyetexpresshimselfwell ' 'or
,,has not r., .u-.i ,t. 

"gfri 
a be paiJ attention to when he speaks"'l

33.|f igermealrstofix(l ikeafixerinphotographyorafixative),con$eal'clot,
coagulate, etc.l

34. [TheFrenchimperfect funct ionstosomeextent l iketheEngl ish. .The
bomb was togo off * minutes f"tti; *fttre the 

't:tP !:* 
allows one to imagrne

at least two different temporal contexts: ;;L in wnicn the bomb is set to go off in

two minutes, and will go off if we.do"'*;.g. to defuse it beforehand; and another

in which, looking back on the situatioi. we-note that the bomb actually went off

two minutes aftei the moment *. ott tonsidering (for example' in a documentary'

one might hear, 
,,The bomb was to i" iffU-o pinutes later' killing the President

and the First [ady,,), did not go 
_otr 

uiutt (..g., "the docum ents utere lo 6e destroyed'

but turned up i.'nCi-nt., ,JnO.red public many yean,later'')' or went off' but not

ar the designated time. Lacan ** g[;;;;te rrom Ravmond Queneau's on qt

toujours r* Uon 
"ii 

t* femma' Paris: Gallimard' 1971'l

35. lLatin tbr "or"'"either/or"' or "altemative"'l

36. l'Unio n" (nitmion) is one of a pair of terms from set theory' Venn dia-

grarns, Euler .ir.t.r, .t.., the other term ieing "intersection'" sheridan mistakenly

iru*tut., it as "joining' in Seminar KI'l

37.|icomealsomeansspoiled,marred,abraded,eroded,chippedaway,etc.l

38- lmordresur also means to bite into' gnaw into' make a dent in' etc'l

39. lrelduede: comes under' is related to' has to do with'l

40.lseethediagramsanddiscussionsprovidedinSeminarxl,20g.2l5.l

41. lignorance' cnrdeness' inexperience' Slundgr' etc'l

42. [See|vlar ieBonaparte,sFrenchtnnslat ionofFreud'sNet l tntro&lctory
l*ctura * p'iJ'6ityti'' 

'ht 
last page of lrcture XXK'I
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43- [See Leclaire's paper in L'inconscimt and Lacan's commentary in Seminar
n,272 and 250.1

44- farticulation should be understood in the sense of linking up or connec-
tion.l

45- Abbreviated version of my answer to an inoperative objection.

46. [Belonging, for example, to both set X and set y.]

47. ld'une part prise du monque au mangrze-this highly ambiguous tormula-
tion could be interpreted in a number of ways (e.g., a part taken from one lack into
Lhe other' grasped by the lack in lack, grasped in the lack-to-lack lineup, Laken from
a lack b1r another lack); considered in terms of the diagframs Lacan provides in
Seminar XI, it seems that the part is "taken" from the place where the two circles
representing the subject and the Other overlap.l

48- We sujet se rdalise: the subject comes to be, or is constituted, i.e., subjective
realization occurs.l

49. fvelle-in French uouloir-to will, to desire, to want, to wish, etc.
Empedocbs' will here seems to be strife, and his act that of flinging himself into
Mount Etna's volcanic crater.l

50. {frn can be understood here as either terminus or goal.l

51. lappariement commun: Lacan continues to play on the word ,,part', [s1s_
"they harre in common that they are paired with the tunction of the pori."1

52. lat prendre son parti could also be rendered: "come to a decision about it,,
or "make up one's mind about it."l

53. [Partition also means musical score.l

54. [e parer du signifianl literally means to adom or bedeck himself with the
signifier; nx)re figuratively it means to take it upon himseli to assume it (like one
assumes a responsibility), etc.l

55. IS, and S,l.

56. [qui lui reuimt: which accmes to him, or which he recovers, though it
should be kept in mind that he did not have it before.l

57. fcomble also means to fulfill, make good, etc.l

38. vaiile has many meanings, running from failing, flaw, def'ect, weakness,
and shortcoming to nft and fault (in the geological sense); here the meaning seems
to be topological: it is a space that is filled up, the space constituted by the lack in
the Other.J

59. [or "is he willing to rose me?", ,,can he afford to lose me?,,, ,,could he bear
for me to be gone/dead?"1

oo. l i ls ,estprodui la lsomeansheproducedhimself ,broughthimsel f into
being, created himself'l

61.|scanderistheverbformof"scansion,' 'andisusuallytranslatedastoscan
or scanning (as in ..-ning verse). I haw opted in all of my translations of lacan's

work to rJate to iniioOu.. o n.otogi*i-to''ca"d' scanding-so as to distinguish

the far more common contemporary u*, or scanning (looking over rapidly' quickly

running through 
" 

iirt, taking ultra-thin pictures of the body with a scanner' or

.,feeding!,, text and ,.;;;t i; oi"gitar torm inio a computer) from Lacan's idea here of

cutting, punctuating!, or intemrpting,ottttting (usually the analysand's discourse)'l

62. lattertte de also mearrs waiting for'l

63. [See 
..Function and field of speech and language in psychoanalysis,'' Eqits,

written over l0 Years earlier'l

M.|uerbalcouldalsobeunderstoodinthesenseofverb- l ikehere, thusword-
like; ou I'on ueutiii t, d.ire couldalso mean where people are willing to say it' or

put it into words 

""'Li^li c^motin.P( l lroucoulenentl"-lo'ers'
65. [literally, '\'rrhich sometimes E'o as far as coornf

warbling words to each other'l

66. |Hommelet te isaconf lat ionofHomme,man,andomelet te; theending'
,,ette," is a diminurJ., .oto arewtth'flnm-elette' Recall the French proverb' "Pour

faire'une omelette il faut casser des oeufgl

67. lcachefar literdlly means to seai or to stamp'l

68. [unn-encouldalsobetranslatedasameresmidgenoraSatr i f l ing, t r iv ia l ,
or insignificant quantity' bul 'he 

/rio'r nothing is also one of the "objects" associ-

ated with Lacan's object (a)'l

69. I tseemsthatthosewhoespousethevir tuesofmother 'smi lk lbanlai t |
laugh at my references to. .. metastasis and metonymy brc)' But the one whose

face is perfect lpartantl for illustJil; til sloSan tnit t would make its brand

n:une, rarely ,nut., peopte taugh: l;;i;;;* ding t/a bouse de uache qui ntl'

70. lsee.. Inst inctsandtheirVic issi tudes' ' (1915); theStandardEdit iongtves
.,pressure,,* th;t;lation to, or^i,*nrr. ,rr. cotl:cted Papas' translated under

the supewision otJoan Riviere, g,*'i;o*"; I-acan's French translation is"pottssde"')

Tl . I t iswel lknownwhatthistheoremstatesaboutcur l f lu:c[ tassumesa
continuously differentiable vectot ntfJ' f" such a field' since the curl of a vector is

based on the derivatives of the **i;' components' it can be demonstrated that the

circuiation of this vector along u tfo"Oturve is equal to the curl flux calculated for

rhe surface whose edge is defined; ,il;;;e.In other words, bv positing this flux

as invariabre, rhe theorem .rt*ron.i ttre notion or u nu* "througlh" an orificial

circuit, that is, such that the originai'untt need no lon$er be taken into accounl

For topolosou' J?'?= JI A3' curl?

Position of the Unconsctous
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n- [Sclub is also trarslated'thrusf'-see "lrstincts and tfieir Vicissitudes,' (1915)-
appearing in that essay in connection with images like "successirrc eruptions of lava-,'f

T3- [daagination aller et retoun the figure provided in Seminar XI of the
circuit of the drive would suggest that this be translated somewhat differently:
"back and forth evagination" or "insertion in and back ouL"J

74. [par les aoies du sue: by sexual passageways, pathways, or means; via sex.l
75- lsaint Agatha was reputed to have had her breasts cut ofr.J

76. {matice can take on a lreat many meanings, including womb, die, matrix,
register, and mold in the sense of a shaping ring or die in which something is cast;
note that sem, which I have translated here as "breast," can also mean ,\ilomb,, or
"utents."!

77- {plane" to be understood here in the geometrical sense.l

78. lairtuellernent also means potentially, practically, and for all intents and
purposes.l

79. laient a placer sug$ests a placin! or investing of something, in addition to
a situating.l

80. {lAutre du sexe opposti could also be translated as the Other of the oppo,
site sex"l

81. [Paul Ricoeur spoke last, and soon published his hermeneutic reading of
Freud and the Oedipus complex in Freud and Phitosophy: ,4n Essag on Interpreta-
tian (frrstpublished in French in 1965). cf. seminar xl, 153-4.1

82. I'et it be pointed out, nevertheless, that in restoring here, in an ironic way,
the function of the "partial" object, without making the reierence to regression in
which it is usually shrouded (let it be understood that this reference can only be
operative on the basis of the structure defining the object that I call object a), I have
not been able to extend it to the point which constitutes its crucial interest, namely
the object (- 0) as "cause" of the castration complex.

But the c:stration complex, which is at the cnrl- [noeudf of my current work,
exceeds the limits assigned to [psychoanalyticl theory by tendencies in psychoanaly-
sis that were claimin$ to be new shortly before the war and by which it is still
affected as a whole.

The size of the obstacle I must overcome here can be gauged by the time
il took me to provide this sequel to my Rome discourse and by the fact that. even
now as I edit it lfor the 1966 Seuil editionl, the original version still hasn,t been
published.

tt. [t wish to express my thanks here to Hdloise Fink, who provided a grear
deal of helpful criticism of this translation, and to Russell Crigg, Henry Sullivan.
and suzanne Bamard who made a number of very usetul comments.l
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